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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

At the start of each year, the world’s elite hop into their private jets and descend upon Davos,

Switzerland, a city prized not only for its luxury ski resorts but also for hosting the World

Economic Forum (WEF) annual meeting.

Also known as the Davos Forum, the event takes on a different theme each year, providing a global

platform for business leaders, government oPcials, academia and other members of society to

discuss “critical issues.”  WEF is one of the key players behind The Great Reset, with their “new

normal” dictum that, by 2030, you will own nothing and be happy.

In such a scheme, the world’s resources will be owned and controlled by the technocratic elite. All

items and resources are to be used by the collective, while actual ownership is restricted to an

upper stratum of social class. Just how “upper class”?

To even attend the WEF annual meeting, you must be privately invited or a member of WEF, which

costs $60,000 to $600,000. The attendance badge for the meeting is extra and costs another

$27,000 in 2020, just to get entrance to the conference.

Arriving on Private Jets to Discuss Sustainability

The irony was palpable at Davos 2020, which brought in a “steady stream” of private planes and

helicopters so their passengers could discuss the climate crisis and sustainability.  In 2018, more

than 1,000 private jets and helicopters similarly made their way to Davos and, in 2017, an

estimated 200 private ^ights landed in the city each day during the event.

By 2050, it’s estimated that aviation will contribute 22% of global carbon emissions. Still, in 2019,

more than 600 private planes arrived at the Davos Forum, and that doesn’t include the military

planes that transported an additional 60 presidents and prime ministers.

But we needn’t worry about this indulgence of the upper classes at the expense of the

environment, according to WEF. “Offering little self-awareness, leaders of the WEF claim that the

jet-set class promises to purchase carbon credits to offset the emissions from their planes,”

Forbes noted. This is yet another strategy of the technocratic elite to set up a new wave of

colonization in the name of sustainability and “net zero” carbon emissions.

Rich Carbon Super-Emitters Plan to Buy Their Way Out

The deadline Bill Gates has given to reach net zero emissions is 2050.  It’s another ironic

statement coming from the jet-set elite. Gates lives in a 66,000-square-foot mansion and travels

in a private jet that uses up 486 gallons of fuel every hour.  As a result of buying up staggering

amounts of farmland, he’s a major contributor to carbon emissions,  and his jet-setting lifestyle

also makes him a carbon “super-emitter.”

But when it comes to the elite, it’s “do as I say, not as I do.” As explained by Vandana Shiva, in

order to force the world to accept The Great Reset’s new food and agricultural system, new

conditionalities are being created through net zero “nature-based” solutions, which are anything

but good for the environment and favor the rich.

Navdanya’s report, “Earth Democracy: Connecting Rights of Mother Earth to Human Rights and

Well-Being of All,” explains:

“If ‘feeding the world’ through chemicals and dwarf varieties bred for chemicals was the

false narrative created to impose the Green Revolution, the new false narrative is

‘sustainability’ and ‘saving the planet.’ In the new ‘net zero’ world, farmers will not be

respected and rewarded as custodians of the land and caregivers, as Annadatas, the

providers of our food and health.

… ‘Net Zero’ is a new strategy to get rid of small farmers in Drst through ‘digital farming’

and ‘farming without farmers’ and then through the burden of fake carbon accounting.

Carbon offsets and the new accounting trick of ‘net zero’ does not mean zero emissions.

It means the rich polluters will continue to pollute and also grab the land and resources of

those who have not polluted — indigenous people and small farmers — for carbon

offsets.”

The idea that the elite can continue to pollute but simply purchase carbon credits to “offset” their

pollution is simply a matter of smoke and mirrors. Speaking with Business Insider, Lucy Gilliam,

with the European clean transport nonproit Transport & Environment, stated, "You're not actually

removing the emissions that have been created by that plane. The plane will have burned that fuel,

and the carbon has been released into the atmosphere."

Davos 2021: Execute The Great Reset

In 2021, due to the pandemic the Davos Forum was held virtually in January and again in person in

Singapore in August. During the ive-day January event, which was attended by 1,507 people from

“the highest levels of leadership,” ive domains of The Great Reset Initiative were discussed,

including:

1. Designing cohesive, sustainable and resilient economic systems.

2. Driving responsible industry transformation and growth.

3. Enhancing stewardship of our global commons.

4. Harnessing the technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

5. Advancing global and regional cooperation.

It’s made clear that the COVID-19 pandemic has created “a unique window of opportunity” to

rapidly usher in The Great Reset, which involves changing everything from future global relations

and the direction of national economies to “the priorities of societies, the nature of business

models and the management of a global commons.”

The end goal is to “build a new social contract,”  which sounds like a lofty goal while telling you

exactly nothing. “Build back better” is a tagline that’s used often with The Great Reset, and though

this is being played off as a new initiative, it’s actually a rebranding of terms for technocracy and

the old “New World Order.”

Part of the plan involves the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which Schwab has been discussing

since at least 2016,  and which “is characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring the

lines between the physical, digital and biological spheres.”

In terms of government, the Revolution will bring new technological powers that allow for

increased population control via “pervasive surveillance systems and the ability to control digital

infrastructure.”  As for as its effects on people, Klaus Schwab, WEF’s founder and executive

chairman, wrote in 2016:

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution, Dnally, will change not only what we do but also who we

are. It will affect our identity and all the issues associated with it: our sense of privacy, our

notions of ownership, our consumption patterns, the time we devote to work and leisure,

and how we develop our careers, cultivate our skills, meet people, and nurture

relationships.

It is already changing our health and leading to a ‘quantiDed’ self, and sooner than we

think it may lead to human augmentation. The list is endless because it is bound only by

our imagination.”

Davos 2022: Ushering in Stakeholder Capitalism

Davos 2022 will take place in January 2022, with plans to continue The Great Reset narrative. The

theme, “Working Together, Restoring Trust,” will focus on “accelerating stakeholder capitalism,

harnessing the technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and ensuring a more inclusive

future of work.”

Also known as stakeholder economy, Forbes described stakeholder capitalism as “the notion that

a irm focuses on meeting the needs of all its stakeholders: customers, employees, partners, the

community and society as a whole.”

The idea of stakeholder capitalism has been around since at least 1932, and was also endorsed

by nearly 200 CEOs of large corporations in August 2019.  However, it is now being accelerated

as part of The Great Reset.

“Business has now to fully embrace stakeholder capitalism, which means not only maximizing

proits, but use their capabilities and resources in cooperation with governments and civil society

to address the key issues of this decade. They have to actively contribute to a more cohesive and

sustainable world,” said Schwab.

However, forms of stakeholder capitalism have already been tried and failed, because balancing

con^icting stakeholder claims was near-impossible and only led to mass confusion and poor

returns.  The failure of this strategy is what led big businesses to focus on maximizing

shareholder value instead.

The Future of Food, Privacy and Freedom Are at Stake

In stakeholder capitalism, private corporations become “trustees of society,” as Schwab said,

which he added is “clearly the best response to today’s social and environmental challenges.”

But while it sounds like a good thing to have corporations looking out for their customers,

suppliers, employees and society as a whole, the underlying theme is that private corporations

take power over society — not elected leaders.

WEF is partnered with multinational corporations that lead the food, oil, technology and

pharmaceutical industries. What does a future look like in which these corporations call all the

shots? We’ve already seen snippets, such as the 2021 United Nations Food Systems Summit,

which prompted boycotts from farmers and human rights groups over claims that it favored

agribusiness interests, elite foundations and the exploitation of African food systems.

In terms of Big Tech, it’s possible it would end up as its own global governing body, wielding

increasing power over society. Your privacy and data, your food and your access to medications

would all be under the control of these corporate “custodians.” As political scientist Ivan Wecke

wrote in Open Democracy:

“The plan from which The Great Reset originated was called the Global Redesign

Initiative. Drafted by the WEF after the 2008 economic crisis, the initiative contains a 600-

page report on transforming global governance. In the WEF’s vision, ‘the government

voice would be one among many, without always being the Dnal arbiter.’

… Instead of corporations serving many stakeholders, in the multi-stakeholder model of

global governance, corporations are promoted to being oUcial stakeholders in global

decision-making, while governments are relegated to being one of many stakeholders. In

practice, corporations become the main stakeholders, while governments take a backseat

role, and civil society is mainly window dressing.

… If you value your right to public health, to privacy, to access healthy food or to

democratic representation, be wary of the words 'stakeholder capitalism’ when they pop

up at the next Davos summit.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,576 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We do not want Jet-setter, we do not want GMOs, we do not want "vaccines", we do not want 5G, we do not want any kind of contamination.
WE DO NOT WANT THE GREAT RESET, WE WANT FREEDOM AND HEALTH. THIS IS GOING TO GIVE THE CORRUPT DAVOS A HARD HIT.
Message from Dr. Gary Kohls: AUG 13, 2021: THE DAY THE WIRELESS WORLD IRREVOCABLY CHANGED. WITH PAUL G, THE FOUNDER OF
WIRE AMERICA. “A landmark ruling in the DC Circuit Court of Appeals on Friday the 13th in August 2021 has stopped the so-called "Race to
5G", which has always been a false narrative sold by the Wireless industry and promoted by many of our bought-and-sold elected
representatives. The yellow ^ag is now waving, which is slowing down the "drivers"; many Wireless Cos. are "entering the pits" to re-tool and
re-think their strategies. We, the people, assisted by the US Courts of Appeals and state supreme courts, are gaining the upper hand.”

“Realtors , with coalitions of property owners, have successfully fought off Wireless Telecommunications Facilities (WTFs) of any size or
any "G"  for years. Local groups are getting vetoes of bad Telecom state bills and are passing  wireless ordinances at the local level to
protect residential zones. We are in the process of  knocking out the overreach of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which
has been fully captured by Big Wireless. Our next target is the FCC's recently revised  OTARD rule (OTARD stands for
Over-the-Air-Reception-Device), which is being challenged in US Federal Court by Children's Health Defense (CHD). We will discuss the
briefs in that case as well as the Aug 13, 2021 ruling in  CHD's landmark victory against FCC Order 19-126 and the premature closing of
FCC Docket 13-84 -- two FCC moves that attempted to extend the outdated, unscientiic, downright fraudulent FCC RF microwave radiation
exposure regulations.”

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 4:57:17 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"If we ,the people, do not organize and defend our residential neighborhoods, we are headed for 24/7 unconstitutional  surveillance
enabled by too many antennas, cameras, and sensors - installed much too close to the ground and far too close to homes, schools,
parks and medical/care facilities.  Instead of dangerous Wireless Broadband, America need the long-promised, but largely
undelivered solution: Fiber Optics to the Premises (FTTP).  Join Freedom Hub on Wed Oct 27 to learn how we are winning." Share the
registration link for the discussion with friends and neighbors. TUNE IN AND ASK QUESTIONS TO PAULG, THE FOUNDER OF WIRE
AMERICAPRESENTING, "WIRED FIGHTING. yourfreedomhub.com/wiredisbetter
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing how those populations who are not causing carbon emissions are called on to sacriice to pay the price for those who are
actually causing not just carbon emissions but also mountains of toxins, so the same bad birds can carry on with their poisonous
behavior. The use of more traditional small agriculture practices tweaked with newer better understood Permaculture, (Regen,
Sustainable, Organic Ag & Living,) return Carbon, the Foundation Fertilizer, the First Fertilizer into the soil where it works so much
magic on so many levels. It is what feeds all Life in Our Garden, Planet Earth. It is the Foundation block for healthy living soil,
cleaning and holding water, cleans the air and all of this creates healthy Living Spaces, Healthy Foods, making for Healthy People
who then make Healthy Society's.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 7:43:35 AM
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Heretical
Joined On 12/14/2020 10:30:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We hope and pray.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, the globalist elite has never defended the planet, as you say our "Garden", they only care about power and money. More
than ever before this false pandemic we must promote community relations, transmit the truth of science and defend nature. The
defense of permaculture with a design of sustainable environments in all its dimensions: social, economic and environmental where
human societies must be able to satisfy their basic needs within ecological limits. For this we need three ethical principles: Caring
for the earth: the conservation of soil, forests and water as necessary for the development of all living beings. Caring for people:
which implies the satisfaction of basic human needs; Distribute surpluses: inviting to reinvest surpluses in the system. Man should
observe nature more and respect it by creating integrated systems, investing in renewable sources that are promoted by
governments and not by corrupt corporations, ensuring the future of future generations.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 12:04:11 PM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Heretical, when communicating what happened to Prometheus and her husband, Epimetheus, Pandora told them that the only
thing they could always turn to was Hope, because it was the only thing left in the box and therefore the last thing they could turn to.
it could be lost. This is why it is said that Hope is the last thing to be lost

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 12:06:23 PM
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OTARD - should actually be renamed as "OH TURD" and ^ushed down the  toilet.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 4:01:18 PM
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Haven't they heard of Zoom meetings. What hypocrites.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ya just killed me with this!  It's too early to be laughing! :)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 3:06:01 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They need to display their wealth and power at Davos to bribe the members of that anachronisim that was once called “government”
into compliance and of course also to frighten the masses into submission with their grossly inappropriate parasitic display of
overspend on “conferences” while the working classes struggle to pay their rent.  Anyway, Zoom is Chinese owned.  They don’t even
bother to make their meetings secret any more. Now that world “governments” are on board with the Great Reset and the massive
proits that e.g. UK Chancellor Rishi Sunak will reap from his Moderna investments ensures his approval of crimes against humanity.
“Shrink the World’s Population”: Secret 2009 Meeting of Billionaires | Principia Scientiic Intl.
 principia-scientiic.com/shrink-the-worlds-population-secret-2009-meet..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 6:14:49 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They could care less what anyone thinks and never will. Bullies only respond to other bullies. Tough love and real accountability has
to return to society or nothing ever changes. Wayyyy to much coddle mindset political correctness, wokeism and entitlement
mentality. Get a life people...hold bullies to account!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 8:39:16 AM
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL. Zoom is just for us, the little servant class.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saw this posted on  Reclaim the Line account on Instagram: “Dear Globalists, We the People have reviewed your proposal for The Great
Reset and we regret to inform you that we will have to decline at this time. Although we did ind the free trial of the NWO very interesting we
decided to go instead with “The Great Awakening”. Yours sincerely, The Human Race”
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like that. Thanks for sharing
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1,000 Private Jets Assemble to Execute The Great Reset
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The wealthy elite travel to the World Economic Forum’s annual meetings via a “steady

stream” of private planes and helicopters to discuss issues like global sustainability

*

By 2050, it’s estimated that aviation will contribute 22% of global carbon emissions;

still, in 2019, more than 600 private planes arrived at the Davos Forum, and that

doesn’t include the military planes that transported an additional 60 presidents and

prime ministers

*

Jet-setters are carbon super-emitters; the idea that the elite can continue to pollute

but simply purchase carbon credits to “offset” their pollution is a matter of smoke and mirrors

*

WEF and its partners are using the COVID-19 pandemic as “a unique window of opportunity” to rapidly usher in The Great Reset, which involves

changing everything from future global relations and the direction of national economies to “the priorities of societies, the nature of business

models and the management of a global commons”

*

Part of the plan involves ushering in stakeholder capitalism, in which private corporations — not elected leaders — become “trustees of society,”

putting your privacy and data, your food and your freedom at risk

*
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panamadana
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:31:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's a very good post to the globalist tyrants, and I suspect that since their world conquest plans aren't working out so well, that
will be their main topic at this current Davos meeting.  Damage control, and mission realignment, will be their subtopics. Then they
need to cover their other money theft scam, their carbon tax cap & trade scam, and how to push that through soon, before too many
people realize that it is just another scam, and push it back.  Like their gene therapy and C19 scams are being pushed back. It
sounds like they will be very busy in this meeting with lots of ires to put out, and much more push back than they probably expected.
Methinks it may be a sort of 'regrouping' type of meeting to deal with all of their cats that got out of the bag too?
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Truthoutthere
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One mini-nuke should do it.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree! Nuke the evil!! Might as will do it ALL at once in one place!!
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gardenmad
Joined On 2/8/2007 12:29:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like that, Truthoutthere! Exactly, why hasn't someone done it already. While they are all together in one place it would be the ideal
time to get rid of theses demons. When I see what is happening now I just cringe and it is all so depressing.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"One mini-nuke should do it." That cracked me up as it reminded me of back in my teen days in the early 60s working in a
supermarket, the boss would catch a bunch of us gooing off in the stock room, and he would say, "One grenade would getchya all."
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, I dunno.  Just need a handy tree outside Wastemonster after a Nuremberg style trial of the criminals involved.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seriously tempting, right? And I’m not a violent person.
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Rexton
Joined On 10/11/2020 8:17:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live on the helicopter ^ight path from the Zurich airport to Davos. Those helicopters run continuously throughout the week of Davos. I've
been saying for 15 years how ridiculous it is that they talk about the environment or "helping" the disadvantaged populations while ^ying in
their private jets and helicopters. It's the height of  hypocrisy. If anything should be banned it should be private planes.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you have any sniper training at all? Just curious.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right you are. Ridiculous that they spout one thing and do another....I live close to Zurich as well and while the nuking idea sounds
great, It is a bit too close for comfort seeing as Davos is not too far away...but I am open to other ideas! :-)
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BigXetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We talk about the fourth industrial revolution, but what about the 1st, 2nd and 3rd? My view is, they were inevitable as part of a more subtle
level of evolution. We all recognise the inevitability of technical progress. Is this any different? Sure, there were key players in the irst few,
such as Henry Ford, messrs Benz and Firestone for example. Do you not ind it intruiging that such people with great innovational talent
were all born around the same time ? You coud say the same about the Baroque composers, Bach Beethoven Brahms etc.

Also fascinating if you look at this holistically, that today with advanced technology, we can identify the positive in^uence such music has
on our neurological structure, where academic study improves while such music is playing. When Ford was introducing his Model T, there
was great concern that NY.City would be engulfed in horse manure, but of course, the whole horse industry was predictably "up in arms".

Part of standard education when I was at school in the UK, always included the heroes of the irst industrial revolution, and there were
always the Luddites to be contended with. Of course, much of the infrastructure around such innovations included "inancial opportunists".
History shows, it always goes with the territory. We have always had leaders and followers. One side created the railroads, and the other,
weapons of war.

There is an interesting history when you look at examples of Tesla and how  Eddison with the aid of JP Morgan set his work back by
decades. Our " story" is full of such examples. So what would indicate the need for further evolution today? We know, from our enthusiasm
for all things Mercola, a huge portion of the population in the west is suffering from what I would call 21st century syndrome, one step
ahead of metabolic syndrome, and the third world still have many thousands of children dieing from preventable diseases. As I like to say in
such perspectives..."and the beat goes on"
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BigFletch  "and the beat goes on" Sorry to have to disturb your thinking; you are wrong, the beat does NOT go on. Instead, day after
day, we see, here on this wonderful web site; exactly the opposite. Science has instead completely lost it's way, now entirely
trammelled by the need to retain existing proit centres; rather than ever again accept that the one they now own has come to an end,
and someone else has now created new thinking that, very effectively, replaces the existing knowledge that underpinned their own.

In turn, this has become the saddest time, historically, where the corporate world will do anything, even risk the lives of billions,
rather than accept that they are wrong. In turn, as I see it, what we once described as classic western civilisation has completely
collapsed. Gone! NEVER ever again to return in any format that we once would have recognised. The challenge today is to inally
accept that . . . the beat has ended, and move forward to a refusal to accept the existing dominance of negative thinking and start to
create a new civilisation based upon open thinking, and acceptance of the failure of 21st century corporate, government and civil
service leadership. We have to start again.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you ever hear Ford created an engine that ran on alcohol (for farmers) - but the powers that be made him trash it - and he
wouldn't, so they put the country into prohibition until he did?  If true, that is a lot of power. N. Tesla's story is one of great sadness to
me.  So is Rudolf Diesel's.  Great minds, but how many time has this happened?   I have a friend in CA who created an engine that
creates its own energy to keep going - his design, he worked on it forever because he could see it and had to create it - and then (this
is hazy, this was in the 80's!!!) - I think he said the gov't bought his patent ?? Anyways, I guess I won't see it in my lifetime. :(
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, "continue", not to say that in Reality there is no course! Archetypes ... What were the Luddites before the History we remember?
It may not help us to know. But our restlessness is always browsing, chasing ghosts ...
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BigXetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris, It continues but at a different frequency. Those who believe they are responsible are just part of it. The classic science has not
lost its way, but quantum science has emerged, and of course the " hard" problem has emerged with it, disrupting the status quo of
the classic scientists. It even disrupted Uncle Albert. I often wondered if thats what inspired the Beatles line, " dreadfull sorry Uncle
Albert" but I suppose that's because I was born in Liverpool lol, which could then be linked with what could be called the q.m. anthem
" Imagine".
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BigXetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anmael, The term Luddite has become a generic term, deined as those who (sometimes violently) resist the "^ow", and often to
protect their familiar territory. I remember when the great coal trike was on during the Thatcher yearsin UK, hearing a Yorkshire miner
saying " my grandad went down't mines, I went down t'mines, and by God, Ill ight for the right for my son to". Fact is a massive
number of jobs will be gone very soon including many of the professions so the wind of change is blowing stronger than it ever has. I
ind is intruiging that those who believe in God are not very conident of how this whole creation works.
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BigXetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, That story is par for the course.. goes back to our primal instincts where territory is protected against imagined threats,
which of course re^ect to those who are seen to be the threat creating a "reality" (some scientist see the holographic examplef this).
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

""to Chris who said. - "Sorry to have to disturb your thinking; you are wrong, the beat does NOT go on. Instead, day after day, we see,
here on this wonderful web site; exactly the opposite." He is not wrong, the ignorance and inequality is worse than ever, cloying and
all pervasive. What we have here, is a faint, unheard cry into the wilderness from the hunted. As they are being rounded up for
corralling, culling, branding, and servitude.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@"lovetosing", "Did you ever hear Ford created an engine that ran on alcohol (for farmers) - but the powers that be made him trash it
- and he wouldn't, so they put the country into prohibition until he did?  If true, that is a lot of power." And Henry Ford was responsible
for squashing his own and Edison's joint electric car project of the time, which was to use Edison's famous ahead-of-the-time,
environmentally friendly, alkaline based, (as opposed to acid based), nickel-iron (NI-FE) batteries.
jalopnik.com/how-henry-ford-and-thomas-edison-killed-the-electric-ca-5..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE LIVE IN A SYSTEM THAT HAS DECLARED WAR ON LIFE. The industrial revolution and the green revolution, pollution, misery and
hunger for the oppressed people and territories.  GMOs are based on a strategy based on the NEOLIBERAL DOGMA THAT HUNGER
IS A TECHNICAL AND NOT POLITICAL problem, contradicting the truth declared by independent organizations that declare that the
necessary food can be produced to meet the needs of humanity. Peasant agriculture can double and even triple the performance of
industrial techniques. A part of the world population still does not have the right to guaranteed food, it is an essentially political
problem, which is sustained in THE NEOLIBERAL POLICIES APPLIED BY THE IMF, THE WORLD BANK AND THE WORLD TRADE
ORGANIZATION, and that have ruined their own peasant agriculture and food sovereignty of many peoples.

We have been under "green speeches" for decades that seek to protect the environment; nevertheless, it is a project of domination
and power through the control of natural resources, by coercive and violent mechanisms that what they have achieved is to
reproduce the germ of indiscriminate exploitation and the genocidal destruction of the environment, to sustain a machinery of
corrupt proits. The so-called "New Green Revolution" is a disaster for humanity. THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION AND THE BILL
AND MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION established an Alliance for the Green Revolution in Africa, which claimed that the initiative
would bring beneits to the impoverished peasants of Africa. This new philanthropic effort only caused failures.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are ten powerful reasons for failure:  1. The Green Revolution currently deepens the division between rich farmers and poor
peasants.  2. The Green Revolution causes the loss of agro-biodiversity, the basis for the life of farmers and for environmental
sustainability.  3. Hunger is not mainly due to lack of food, but because the hungry are too poor to buy the available food. Nobel
laureate Amartya Sen has shown that famine is fundamentally a problem of lack of democracy, poverty and food distribution.  4. The
growth of hunger in Africa is mainly due to the increase in impoverishment of the rural population, due to the declining agricultural
production.

5. The state subsidies created a market for the entry of the private sector in all the trade activities of the Green Revolution, as well as
in seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and machinery, causing an ecological disaster. In addition, more energy is consumed from fossil
sources, which contribute to climate change.  6. The Rockefeller Foundation's vision is absurd in pretending that merchants will help
a handful of foreign companies sell expensive products and poisoned by fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, in addition to selling
cheap imported grains to the local population, further limiting the sale of local producers in their own markets.  7. The introduction
of genetic engineering, produces environmental risks, and condemns peasants, in transgenic marketing. -continued-
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued-  8. The introduction of transgenic seeds in peasant agriculture will lead farmers to bankruptcy and inability to pay debts.
 9. ARVA's statement that "there is no other alternative" ignores many agroecological and non-corporate agricultural development
interventions that have grown, as the failures of the Green Revolution are evident.  10. The "alliance" does not allow farmers to be the
main protagonists of agricultural improvement. The Rockefeller and Gates Foundations, allied themselves with the big producers of
seeds and fertilizers, with great philanthropists and with the multilateral development agencies, but never allowed the peasant
organizations to inform about their proposal of agricultural development, which would be more beneicial. Through Vía Campesina,
peasant and farmer organizations in Africa and around the world are debating and formulating the political changes required to truly
reverse the collapse of peasant agriculture around the world, a politically provoked collapse.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo and all... I will tell you the cause of hunger in our area-with the exception of those who are disabled or do not own a
running vehicle. It is laziness and ignorance. A person has many opportunities to obtain free organic seed. Once you obtain it, start
saving your own. In some places, churches will even haul in soil and build raised beds for immigrants so they "feel more at home"
(!?).

I do understand that it may take some some networking to ind a garden spot if you live in an inner city--we have done this before,
too. There is a tool library. There is an abundance of food free for the gleaning--esp. at harvest time. There are many old apple trees
and fruit trees of other types. Many perennial starts are free or nearly free from other gardeners and garden societies. Already we
are seeing people sharing surplus Halloween squash and pumpkins.

There is an abundance of wild berries and mushrooms... in season! (I have already canned 40+ jars of wild mushrooms and the
'shroom season has barely started.) There is ish and game of many sorts. Some ishing is free and does not even require a license.
Of course, you will have to educate yourself, clean your own seafood and learn to do your own butchering. Recycle your own jars and
freezer containers.

You will need to invest in reusable canning lids or may need to pick up a freezer on craigslist free. One can easily grow sprouts or
microgreens on a windowsill, balcony or patio. You can do "kiddie pool gardening". There is such abundance in this area that many
people refused my offers of free apples, grapes, tomatoes, rhubarb and carrots. For the last 3 months, or so, we have eaten a
vegetarian diet, pretty much from our garden and foraging.

People only think of their next meal, not what they will eat over the winter or throughout the following year. I am absolutely
unconcerned about food prices for the coming year. Further, I am shocked to see the good quality organic food many people
receiving food boxes discarded
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big^etch

Whoever can transcend himself and his time, when considering the signiicance of events, understands (contemplates) that there
are universal laws of "functioning" in what you. called course.

That is the archetype. He refers to what It is.

When those laws mock the sunset is what "follows", to continue with its metaphor.

The Luddite mind emerges as an agent, among other analogues in the universe of the enormous universal reality

The resulting humus is a token of resurrection, and you know in advance what seeds will sprout there.

Nor does someone need to know.

Sometimes it is the case that search engines search where they ind light, but they do not even consider that what they are looking
for will be found elsewhere ... that it is not so easily accessible to their eyes.

It is the tragedy of the Ego, blind in its container of ^esh, believing itself to be the center of everything.
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) cools the planet; it is cooler in the shade. The effect on man-made CO2 on temperature is that it cools the Earth by
less than 1/1000th of a degree F and last 3 years. This is easy to calculate for anyone who knows mathematics and has access to
atmospheric data. The "elites" use models to estimate global warming is a demonstration of their ignorance on this subject. No model is
needed. You can directly calculate it with a 4 function calculator. The model of the "elites" never agree with the temperatures that are
measured. However the simple calculation is always on the money. The climate hoax, that the world is getting warmer, is another event that
demonstrates the mass insanity of the "master" class.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s nice to see people calling out Global Warming for the fraudulent UN Agenda that it is. Dr. Mercola’s good buddy Ronnie Cummins,
who runs OCA, and co-authored Mercola’s latest book is always going on about it. I used to have a lot of respect for Ronnie, until I
noticed his stance on global warming. Somebody in his position should clearly know better about this fraud, and it makes me
suspect that he is a wolf in sheep’s clothing.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vec...The climate is deinitely weirding, I've seen it in a thousand ways from garden planting times to ocean temps to ferocious
hurricanes...The fraudsters though will let no crisis go unused.... Be open, check this presentation;
 www.rt.com/shows/i-don-t-understand-with-william-shatner/538436-idu-se..  Unfortunate methane release from dead oil
wells/frack wells/melting permafrost were not mentioned..80Xs more potent gases than CO2..or the folly of Geoengineering,
oceanic plastic pollution and HAARP microwave manipulations...Fall gardens once planted mid August, then September, now
October not working?
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are not ignorant they are tyrannically and are clearly using climate change BS to usher in the great reset.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vec7512, So many voices trying to control the narrative, too much political positioning and overtones, most miss the important
details. Permafrost studies have been showing potential dangers in ways we cannot normally see or notice. Large methane sinks
have only recently been identiied and tracked. Here's a recent report that outlines what is being noticed lately: Russian Arctic
Methane Releases & Subsea Permafrost Degradation | Prof Örjan Gustafsson (Pt 2) - www.youtube.com/watch
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I believe there is an emerging role for "inePcient", more labor-intensive ways of doing many things.  There are certain advantages to
avoiding many kinds of technology.  Self-reliance and sustainability may be a more worthwhile goal.  For example, pulling garden weeds by
hand and composting them or feeding them to a ^ock rather than spraying with herbicides.  Taking vitamin D/zinc instead of trusting "the
science" of the vaxine.  An integrated lifestyle is intentional, requires planning and following the cycles of nature.  Raising your own food for
a full pantry instead of a high paying job.

Home schooling instead of turning your children over to the state.  When you lose sight of your own responsibilities, you become
dangerously dependent.  You may get by in good times when there is plenty of money, but not in hard times.  Living with nature requires
experience and planning at least a year ahead.  Do not believe you can fend for yourself when you irst  realize your cupboard is bare and
govt has seized control of every aspect of your existence.  Also, think long-term when raising your children, not just about getting them
back to school so you can get a free baby-sitting service.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are on the right mindset, Almond.  I iercely believe in planning and prepping for the future in any way I can.  Homeschooling,
gardening, 'shrooming, chickens for eggs, beekeeping, sewing, ixing things if you can (husband just put in plumbing all on his own
because we could not get a plumber out to our cabin to do a small project and what a learning experience and an ego booster!)   You
have got moxy!  Also sunshine is the very best way to get vitamin D .  .  .
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The so-called "elite" are behaving exactly like the "elite" in The Hunger Games series of ilms.   Totally detached from reality and behaving
like the buffoons they are as they parade their contempt for the common people, unafraid of our reaction....until it reaches breaking point.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too many young people have gone overboard on supporting climate change mandates.  Let us keep in mind that the best change begins at
home with the individual.  It takes a long time to move the gears of govt, but each person can make change immediately, even the young.  I
am tired of people telling me how to live my life, so I would like to see them get the ball rolling.

Let me remind each person what they can do to decrease energy use. Not only lower your thermostat, but do without air conditioning in
summer no matter how hot it gets.  Also, eliminate refrigerators/freezers.  These all draw energy.   No food shipped in from distant
locations or across the country--live on what you produce yourself, or nearby, or do without. No more cars or buses for shopping, work or
going to school--walk everywhere.  Replace your washing machine with a scrub board.  No more video games or cell phones.  You get one
pair of shoes/boots a year and 2 new outits (summer, winter)--if your entire wardrobe is not hand-me-downs.  

That means if you are a boy and your older sister had a pink coat, that is what you have to wear.  You wear clothing until it falls off your
body and do not have dress up clothes. Many of us older folks in good health would ind these things a lot easier to do than young people
will.  However, keep in mind that, if the economy crashes and supply lines are interrupted, this way of life may become a necessity and not
an option.
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AliceInArbakka
Joined On 8/27/2021 5:40:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone please explain carbon credits? Does this mean companies pay money to the government but do not actually cut back on their
emissions?
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datadragon
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi AliceInArbakka, This is a bedrock NWO/Agenda 2030 plan www.bitchute.com/.../tZiN3ZKP4LNW  The technocrats want to set up
a system where the energy unit of society is under their control, and thus all people, naturally dependent upon energy, would also
come under their control. They also wish to control the food supply. In a way, we have such a system now, where money is energy
and that form of energy is under the control of private central banks.

But carbon credits take the idea way, way further. Imagine a world where everything people did – eat, drink, travel, space heating,
water heating, use electricity in any way – was all tied to their personal carbon allowances. And imagine if all carbon credits were
controlled and distributed by technocrats. Any dissident could then easily be cut out of the system at the ^ick of a switch, with
devastating real life consequences.

Allowances were envisioned to be deducted from the personal budget with every payment for transport fuel, home-heating fuels and
electricity bills. People in shortage would be able to purchase additional units in the personal carbon market from those with excess
to sell. New, more ambitious proposals include economy-wide emissions, encompassing food, services and consumption-related
carbon emissions. thefreedomarticles.com/personal-carbon-allowances-agenda-2030-new-stud..  

Doconomy is a CO2 monitoring credit card with the backing of NWO organizations such as the UN (United Nations), WEF (World
Economic Forum) and Mastercard which promises to track your carbon spending – and cut you off once you reach your permitted
carbon maximum. The card is available in Sweden right now, associating every purchase – literally every single one of your
economic transactions – with an alleged carbon cost. www.activistpost.com/2021/09/welcome-to-the-co2-monitoring-credit-card..
 ~ www.bitchute.com/.../VvLUYmckxp68
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datadragon
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A powerful, global AI surveillance system announced by Al Gore.  The system is powerful enough to detect emissions from every
power plant, each farm, and every wood-burning stove on the planet. New Global Coalition of Tech, Climate Groups Will Combine AI
and Satellites to Monitor Emissions Worldwide in Real Time, the irst tool to trace all human caused pollution to the source in real
time. This system affords total information awareness to the powers that be -- and is being plugged in to the Dept of Defense AI
infrastructure. www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.climatedepot.com/2020/07/28/be-worried-be-very-worried-al-gore-lau..   and
carbontracker.org/climatetrace  

Forces are working to take total control of every drop of oil extracted from the ground, every ish caught from the sea, and every last
bean harvested. It requires an immense technical infrastructure comprising 5G, blockchain, and Artiicial Intelligence. This
infrastructure has been built and is now being deployed.  www.bitchute.com/.../NQ6G6EC3d7qy
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Datadragon, nice links, Did you see this recent one from The Arnold? Schwarzenegger get it right: ‘Nothing is getting done’ at UN
climate summits – Echoes Greta’s ‘Blah Blah Blah’ analysis. Politico: Speaking at an environmental justice conference put on by the
South Coast Air Quality Management District, Schwarzenegger — who signed California's irst economywide greenhouse gas
mandate in 2006 — said the international climate process was largely an exercise in futility. "What does a promise and a pledge
mean in the end?" he asked. "Nothing. Over and over, year after year, they make these pledges and they come out to declare victory,
but then nothing is getting done." ...

"I think it's set up the wrong way," Schwarzenegger said. "Every time you meet and you meet and you meet, and now decades later,
you have the same problems as you have had decades before, you ask yourself, 'How much longer do you want to go and do the
same thing?' Remember what Einstein said, 'The deinition of insanity is to do the same thing over and over again and expect
different results.' You're not going to get different results." ... "Biden can go over to Glasgow and he can promise everything," he said.
"But as you could see, he cannot get anything passed right now."
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etSetera
Joined On 1/24/2021 11:38:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a global focus on these parasites to coincide with them congregating at Davos - not on harming them physically, but to envision all
their power and prestige being withdrawn. In the linked video from 2008, Dean Radin explains how 36 random number generators placed
around the world deviated from randomness to order just before, during and after the 9/11 events. Before that, this phenomenon was
evident leading up to OJ Simpson's trial verdict, the 'moon landings' and the death of Princess Diana. If our collective mind can cause such
an effect, then it can also attend to sabotaging the evil which will be planned at Davos. www.youtube.com/watch
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poshest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:34:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It still confuses me how Dr M continues to buy the global warming nonsense. I was a believer too until seeing videos from
www.corbettreport.com  and www.youtube.com/.../TonyHeller  and many others. I mean, it's OK to show the hypocracy of the elite who're
trying to make "rules for thee but not for me", but Dr M consistently writes as though catastrophic man-made global warming is an actual
threat and not another elite construct.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would global warming it into the same category as “climate change”, poshest?  Despite Media Fearmongering, the Great Barrier
Reef Is Growing Quickly : -  Principia Scientiic Intl. principia-scientiic.com/despite-media-fearmongering-great-barrier-ree..   One
bright spark has listed the parallels between the climate change hoax and the Covid-19 hoax.

Features common to both include: Fear mongering of an invisible enemy; computer algorithms to enhance credibility; involvement of
China as the source of problem; publicly funded or corporate “philanthropy” funding of organisations involved in the narrative such
the WHO, FDA, CDC, NAS, IPCC; a solution being proposed that generates huge proits for some but little beneit for the majority; the
cure may worse than the disease; effective solutions are ignored or censured;  mainstream media corrupted to spread lies and fear;
governments acquire more power while ordinary citizens are deprived of freedom and human rights.  Unless you are the victim of
frequent internet page blocking as I am, you can read about it here on a new website launched that sorts fact from iction:
principia-scientiic.com/new-fact-based-covid-website-launched/
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Rexton
Joined On 10/11/2020 8:17:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like Covid vaccines, the world's governments and MSM are ixated on one thing - CO2. There's a lot more to saving the
environment than CO2...none of them discuss the urgent need to get rid of all the toxins in the land, air and soil, or regenerative
farming, or how factory farms (and all the industries needed to support them) are destructive, or making a full press effort to really
save the Amazon and other precious forests, planting trees, and on and on and on. NOPE! They focus on CO2. They blame everything
on car owners, but they don't take a look at the destructive cruise ship industry that pollutes not only massive amounts of CO2, but
dumping into the oceans. Real, meaningful change will never come from the technocrats, globalists, WEF, etc. They have too much to
lose.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"though catastrophic man-made global warming" horsepoop. Nothing fake about it, and it isn't just man made. It is a natural process
being accelerated by mans constant barrage of pollution. climate change deniers are ^at earthers. Man made or not is irrelevant.
 And yes, they will use it to tax us out of our money, but it is still occurring. Science says. We need to get rid of inequality, not
science.
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poshest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:34:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spot on both Cabochon and Rexton.  And yes, "global warming" became "climate change" when there was not enough warming.
 Then it became "climate emergency" when there was not enough fear.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Carbon cards|" (combined with social credit linked to UBI and monthly allotments) will complete the enslavement of the masses. People
will be given half of what they need to live a decent life, so they will be forced to drink their own piss, eat insects and poisonous fake meat
(which, by the way, you can already purchase in the supermarket near you). Chances are, these will be already the chip for those who allow
themselves to get chipped. Even their own GMO bodies will be "rented," and "they will be happy."
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A local market is selling cricket chips.  I inquired and were told they are selling very well--and taste good.  That alone is gross
enough.  I did not bother to read the ingredients on the label, but I bet they include reined oils and GMO ingredients.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're hypocrisy is obvious, their contempt for humanity has morphed into a global genocide, and anytime they spout out of their
fraudulent pie holes "we know what's best for you", is nothing more than a vieled declaration of enslavement meant to justify murdering
humanity so they can "protect" their pampered insolent livestyles as iat currency fraud PARASITES.
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don'[t and have never liked science iction ilms.. and now I feel I and all other people of the world are in the middle of it... some are coping
better than others, many of us with the help and knowledge of the many articles by Dr Mercola and his team and his expert visitors.. and
other struggle the numbers of children / youth and adults needed mental health assistance was truly frightening. Although I am aware of
the numbers of suicides that have also increased in Australia during these war times... as one of our Federal Politicians is not afraid to tell
the people some home truths. There are many people incl Health care professionals in Australia and globally that have spoke out.. BUT...
are being shut down again and again.. HOW can this happen. AND HOW do we collectively get out from this totalitarian negative treatment
by the men and woman that were appointed as "the peoples representatives" that they are certainly not.
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ever_new
Joined On 9/16/2009 12:03:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ahhhh, shudder.......world war 3...is not a war of nation again nation.  It’s a war on the very essence of life. love and liberty, against humanity
itself. The aims are so evil that most people cannot form a concept of them...and thus don’t recognize them as they play out directly in our
lives.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s a War against God, or for non-believers...nature. The forces of darkness are running out of time, and are therefore ramping. Up
their efforts.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing but pathetic rich punk sweinhunds who never did an honest days work in  thier pathetic lives. Geaorge Carlin explained it all in his
"American Dream" monologue - Its the American dream because you have to be asleep to believe it. Now the slime has ooozed all over the
 planet.  They want obedient servants and serfs. well F*k that!
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Heretical
Joined On 12/14/2020 10:30:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"By 2050, it’s estimated that aviation will contribute 22% of global carbon emissions." Carbon is a solid and is black, like coal, or clear, like
diamonds, generally speaking. Carbon dioxide is a clear gas and by 2050 the people of the world will, more likely than not, be wishing they
had more coal-ired energy plants as it will probably be really cold by then. Also, ice core studies from Antarctica have shown the
temperatures go up followed by CO2 hundreds of years later. But, hey, Al Gore, Joe Biden, et al, don't want to be bothered by facts.
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds worse than Covid 19.  How do we stop these people from dictating to the rest their obscene plans to make us slaves?  They worship
money, nothing holy there. Voltaire says those kind 'will take over sleeping men.'  Wake up people. Money does not give rights to own
people, or their lives.  They have Identifed with their wealth, money, not with  humanity.  "The root of all evil is the love of money."  That
group has made money more important than God.  Nature is God.  Natural is God... we are Natural. That is God's love. Using us is abusing
the natural order of Creation. Just as gene therapy is disrupting the natural order. It is wrong. Wake up and act... NO... is a great word.
Equity or extinction.  They want extinction.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still they are like little kids with their toys, deeply involved in their game of manipulating people and things. In the end it will be the
biologically it and the people who are able to keep their organisms relatively free of foreign contaminants who will come through the
ecological upheaval okay.
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jintampa1
Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Almond, laziness and ignorance is a big problem. It's just too much work to plant and tend to a garden for many, most people tend to
take the easy way out, the path of least resistance.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You all understand that if these demons get their way - it will be over for humanity - right? They keep spewing 'dates' 2050 and beyond;
because by then, the ones pushing these evils will be dead and gone - no accountability...although, the agendas will continue - if (and that's
a big if) we haven't seen total biosphere collapse by then! Our planet is being destroyed by "those who would play God" and "covid" is the
DISTRACTION! It should be abundantly clear by now that the oligarchs will continue to enjoy all of their expensive "toys"; while the rest of us
will " Share everything; own nothing - and we've never been happier"! Exactly what kind of twisted "reality" are we living in?!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a thing called "Respect of Persons" where for whatever social or materialistic reasons we place certain people on pedestals and
"cluster" about them like workers on a queen bee. This fawning over "celebrities" places the "fawner" at a subservient level of lowered self
esteem and worth and envy of a de^ated ego.  They follow and mimic those perceived of high status by virtue of looks, wealth or
achievement...and so succumb to this illusion of hierarchy...inequality...undue god-like "respect."  

"Stakeholders" must also use economic and physical coercion to bolster their power and wealth... yet in the hard light of day they can be
seen as alpha predators taking candy from babes. Their lives are spent scheming to eat your lunch, your lands, your daughters... When you
put on your Rowdy Roddy Piper X-Ray glasses to peer through their aura, you see the in^ated egomania that has captured the crowd.  If like
a Fauci questioned by Rand Paul, they become defensive and rattle their tail as if to strike...It's an illusion baby!  A real deception, a real
seduction; a matrix of enslavement.  Small despicable people ruling legions of mentally conditioned dependents lost in a sea of confusion
and insanity.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for keeping the public informed.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look I get you are trying to inform us but this will not happen without people like me ighting back. I would rather die free than live a slave.
There is a line that was already crossed and we are ighting back. I will do whatever it takes to be free.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no such thing as stakeholder capitalism when private corporations become “trustees of society”.  his is merely a euphemism for
denial of individual rights and herd management.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WITH these people YOU are the problem.  YOU are always the problem.  YOU need to be ixed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 2:17:31 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When in reality it's 'them'!!! ALWAYS has been ALWAYS will!!! How can people NOT see the evil lurking with these sub humans?!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 3:02:07 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 3:10:37 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

BigXetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liz 53, Reason being, when you have the impression evil exists in the human condition, people are frightened to look at themselves.
This has been part of the manipulators methodology for eons.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 4:32:55 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sustainable development has been a mythological steering scam crafted of the elite to take over & control ALL things, living &
non....including the genetic resources of mankind.  They believe they may own, 'tweak' ....LITERALLY 'evolve' & change, transform men to
serve THEM & their evil imaginations & 'dreams' better.  

It's not about stewarding this passing corruption to the blessing of God, the Creator; and loving God who is truth, or man created in his
image, but broken....in need of redemption & salvation before this world is judged of God.....with these people.  It's not about loving men
enough to speak the truth.  It's about the lost manipulating the lost, appealing to & 'managing' their sins....with the elite conniving &
conspiring against God & all things right, true & pure.  Those who worship the creation more than the creator who is forever blessed,
making their idols & mythologies, remain fallen & become ever more like what they worship: nature red in tooth and claw, the beasts
without conscience having only instinct & lust, the god & spirit who brought sin here, tempting mankind to join him & his in the irst
place.....bringing death by ^attery & lies.  False light.  Seduction.  Science falsely so-called.

Read Genesis 6 concerning the corruption of men & beasts, what brought God's judgment on this earth, & Jude.  Jesus said the last days
would be as the days of Noe/Noah, and the days of Lot.  When men promise to 'improve' and to 'sustain' the Creation by going against the
Creator's order & sustaining Law which keeps sin from devouring all....then God will fulill his word & warning, & judge.  Isaiah 40:13-17
KJB.  Isaiah 40:15  Behold, the nations are as a drop of a bucket, and are counted as the small dust of the balance: behold, he taketh up the
isles as a very little thing.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psalm 2:1-12 Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take
counsel together, against the Lord, and against his anointed, saying , Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.
He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in
his sore displeasure. Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion. I will declare the decree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my Son;
this day have I begotten thee. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy
possession. Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel. Be wise now therefore, O ye
kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish
from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him.
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